From F-ZERO, to A-HERO
ACT II
LEVEL 4-A: MUTE CITY SKYLINE
OPENING
Opens with a black screen with space jet noises in the background.
ROB
Sir I appreciate your enthusiasm to return to work but,
if you wanted to relearn the Falcon FlyerEXT. MUTE CITY SKYLINE
Cut to reveal the Falcon Flyer, a space jet in the shape of a bird, flying through the city and
bouncing off sky scrapers like a pinball
ROB
SHOULDN’T YOU BE USING THE SIMULATOR!?
The Flyer Crashes into a flaying car.
the Flyer is undamaged but the car is knocked out of the way
and explodes into a fireball.
KENT
Rob, lemme lay some wisdom on yaCrashes through some floating signs
KENT
Anyone can just pop on Flight Simulator and CALL themselves a pilotFlies through a flock of birds
KENT
But REAL Pilots earn their wings ON THE FIELD!

Crashes through an apartment building and burst out the other side
KENT
It would be like using a stationary bike and calling yourself a cyclist!
ROB
That’s an illogical metaphor! Bikes don’t travel 600mph or fly!
At this altitude, if you ‘fall off’ said bike you’d face imamate death!
Slices through a flying bus
ROB
Also BIKES DON’T KILL PEOPLE!
KENT
They can where I’m from!
Goes through a bill board
KENT
Besides this puppy can handle it.
ROB
Sir there’s a 45% chance you’ll attract the authorities and 99.8% you’re gonna kill someone!
KENT
…wait why’s that first one so low??
Crashes into a floating green house and comes out the other side.
KENT
Ok Ok I’ll go higher.
Dips low off screen at first making crashing sounds,
debris flying everywhere, then slowly rises back up.
KENT
See Rob? Despite your statistics I don’t think we killed anyone.
ROB
What about crippling them?

KENT
Hey No Fair! You didn’t list those stats.
Police drones circle around the falcon flyer.
ROB
Sir I believe this is a prime opportunity to practice slowing down and landing.
KENT
No, this is prime opportunity to practice SPEEDING UP AND WEAPONS!
ROB
WHY??
At first accidently slows down crashes into the rear drones
but then speeds up and crashes through the front drones.
Manages to fire the front laser cannon taking down a drone.
KENT
GOT IT, IM GOING IN HOT!
ROB
BUT YOU HAVEN’T TURNED THE SHIELDS ON!
KENT
NO TIME!

Exit to gameplay
Level Description: This is the first of many space-shooting segments which would play like
Gradius, where you fly around in the Falcon Flyer in 2D shooting down waves of enemies.

MID SECTION EVENT
KENT
Whew, we made it!
ROB
Somehow.
KENT
How much damage did we sustain?

ROB
Well without the shields it is…
Does a 1 second scan
ROB
Incomprehensible.
KENT
Well nothing you can’t fix right?
Does another scan.
ROB
(Sigh), correct.
KENT
Then we got nothing to worry about!
ROB
Well I do, such as the giant airship we’re about to crash into!
KENT
WHOAH!
Hastily steers out of the way of the giant ship.
KENT
HEY WATCH WHERE YA FLYING, IDIOT!
ARROW
I should be saying the same to you villainous cur!
KENT
That eccentric voice, that gaudy airship… Super Arrow? Is that you??
ARROW
CORRECT! My not-so-little air traffic violator!
Wait, the Phallic looking ship, Falcon is that you?
KENT
I’m flattered, but no. You’re talking to the NEW & IMPROVED CAPTAIN FALCON!

ARROW
Oh great, more cosplayers.
KENT
WHAT? How many Cosplayers can afford a space fighter like this??
ARROW
You’d be surprised. Some people have too much time and money on their hands.
But speaking of wasting time, I’ve been inquired by the police toKENT
Dude, you’re like 60 now! Don’t you have a job or wife that’s more important?
ARROW
JUSTICE is a job that is never ending and deserves no rest!
KENT
So, no to the job, and your wife left you?
ARROW
IRRELEVANT!
…But no, we’re still happily married.
KENT
Then where is your one woman cheer-leading squad?
ARROW
I’ll have you know she’s having a VERY successful career as a Hollywood Producer.
KENT
Oh, well glad to see SOMEONE is still the bread winnerARROW
AS I WAS SAYING!
I’ve been inquired by the police to aid in your arrest for the vandalism against their valuable
property!
KENT
So they’re not after me because of the property damage or pedestrian hitting,
but for damaging their police drones??
ARROW
Oh um.. well, THEY ARE NOW!

KENT
Aww crap.
ARROW
Surrender now Or I will have to use deadly force!
KENT
You’ll have to catch me first!
Accidently shoots some missiles.
KENT
Oops
ROB
Those weren’t the brakes sir.
KENT
THEN WHY IS IT NEXT TO THE GAS!?
ARROW
Deadly Force it is then!
PREPARED TO BE SUCCUMBED NIER-DOWELL!
Exit to gameplay,
(defeat the Boss)

ENDING
The Arrow Head begins exploding.
ARROW
My Arrow Head! This isn’t over Captain Fraudulent!
You’ll here from my insurance company!
KENT
Hah! Jokes on you, I DON’T HAVE INSURANCE!
…………..wait.
The Arrow Head explodes.
Super Arrow is sent flying out of the cockpit Team-Rocket Style.

ARROW
LOOKS LIKE SUPER ARROW’S FLYING OFF AGIIIAAAaaaaaannn.
Twinkle.
KENT
WHOOOOOOOOH! OH YEAH! Today’s been a great day!
I survived my first test flight, I outran the popo, and check it Rob, I still got plenty of fuel left over!
ROB
…Sir you’re pointing at the shield gauge.
KENT
What?
ROB
The Shield gauge.
Which, because you neglected to use them, is still rather full.
THAT is the fuel gauge.
KENT
…The one with the obnoxious blinking red light that says empty?
ROB
Yes.
The ship stops mid air
ROB
That one.

KENT
…Oh.
Drops like a brick.

LEVEL 4-B: GREEN PLANT
OPENING
EXT. Upper Atmosphere
The ship is rapidly hurdling down towards earth, having been completely drained of fuel.
Rob is retaining his stoic robotic voice even though he’s panicking
ROB
NOW CAN I SUGGEST LEARNING HOW TO LAND??
KENT
I GOT DIS!
ROB
Sir, it was a pleasure serving you, up until a couple days ago.
KENT
I SAID I GOT DIS!
ROB
There’s still So much I haven’t done in my life!
I never got to tell the Smart TV at the nest that I love her!
KENT
I thought robots where incapable of love!
ROB
That’s racist!
The ship pulls it’s nose up slightly and crashes through the dome of a Green Plant,
floating domed structures that house forests and jungles
as a means to produce extra oxygen for the planet’s population.
The ship slices through tress but is eventually slowed
to a stop as it scrapes across the ground.
KENT
Another happy landing from Falcon Flyer airlines, right Rob?
ROB
I leaked myself.

Falcon steps out to inspect the damage,
the ship is all banged up and smoking.
KENT
Eh, it aint so bad! Nothing we can’t buff out on a weekend. Rob, guard the ship while I find
someone to tow it outta here.
ROB
There’s barely a ship left to salvage let alone tow!!
KENT
Oh you’re just being melodramatic!
Exit to gameplay
Level Description: This is the first level that ups the ante in terms of difficulty, the level is
designed to pit all the players skills learned so far to the test. Plat-forming, Attacking, Defending,
and utilization of special moves. Also the level is only half long as previous ones, but is laid-out to
be traversed both forward and backwards since there’s going to be back tracking half way.
The very first enemy they encounter is a monkey in a yellow vest.

MID SECTION EVENT 1
EXT: MUTE CITY
Kent is waving a cellphone in the air attempting to get a signal.
KENT
Ahh, finally out, and I GOT A SIGNAL!
Not too far off he see’s police officer,
JODY SUMMER, interrogating two people.
KENT
Wait, is that Officer Jody Summer?
IS OFFICER JODY SUMMER GETTING ATTACKED?
HOLD ON OFFICER JODY SUMMER!
Leaps into the air and as he comes down does a Falcon kick
across their faces knocking them out as he sticks the landing.
KENT

OFFICER JODY SUMMER! HAVE YOU BEEN HARMED?
JODY
No… In fact I was perfectly fine writing these kids a ticket for littering before you knocked them
out!
KENT
LITTERING!? THE MOST HEINOUS OF CRIMES!
JODY
Look, you have exactly 15 seconds to explain yourself while I charge you with assault and
battering.
She starts writing up a ticket.
KENT
Umm, hello? Can’t you tell who I am?
JODY
A cosplayer with way too much time and money on their hands?
KENT
Why does everyone keep saying that!? Is there a convention in town this week?
JODY
Look, I don’t have time to keep dealing with people like you, so you need too—
Her walkie starts going off
JODY
Ughh hold on,
Talks into the walkie
JODY
Jody to base.
…No I haven’t found Billy yet, though I’m in the general vicinity.
…He’s smarter than he looks ok?
…Look, if you think it’s easy finding a monkey in a yellow suite then you can either send someone
else, or do it yourself!
Kent thinks to himself
KENT

(maybe if I bring this Billy thing back, Officer Jody Summer will drop the charges)

Exit to gameplay
(Player has to backtrack through the level until they found the spot they knocked out Billy)

MID SECTION EVENT 2
EXT: GREEN PLANT JUNGLE
Kent manages to find the monkey, still unconscious.
KENT
Oh perfect, right where I left ya.
Several other, non yellow monkey enemies swarm the area.
KENT
OH COME ON!!
Exit to gameplay
Survive the enemy rush.
LEVEL COMPLETE, END

LEVEL 5: PORT TOWN
OPENING
INT. Falcon Nest
KENT
Now that my Hero-ness is at a suitable level, I think it’s time we took the fight to Dark Million!
ROB
“Hero-ness?” Sir all you’ve done was drive the flyer for an hour before crashing it and returning
an unconscious monkey you beaten up.
KENT
JUSTICE JOGS BUT EVIL SPRINTS ROB!
We can’t waste any more time, now hit me up with that intel!
ROB
(Sigh) From what I’ve gathered, Black Shadow has organized Dark Million as a gang with 4 leading
capos:
Bio Rex, Zoda, the Skull, and Antonio Gustov
It’s safe to assume that if we eliminate these leaders quickly, plus Black Shadow himself while the
Organization is still young, the power structure will collapse on itself thus eliminating it as a
threat. The complication is that no one knows the exact whereabouts of any of them.
However additional data and speculation suggests that the group is somehow connected to Don
Genei’s underground empire. It’s possible he’s the only one to know of at least one of their
locations. Requesting an audience with him however is next to impossible, and his abodes are
always surrounded by military grade security making a kidnapping or straightforward
interrogation next to impossible.
However he’s recently placed a noticeably large bounty on Baba, for organizing a sizable protest
against his organizations which are disrupting his flow of business. If we can capture Baba on his
behalf, then perhaps he’ll offer us an audience as a sign of gratitude allowing us to safely extract
the information we need.
KENT
….Could you repeat all that? I spaced out.
Rob shows as much frustration as a robot can possibly display.
ROB
STEP ONE: CAPTURE BABA.

KENT
Alright!
Does a backflip into the Blue Falcon,
starts her up and blasts through the front walls of the nest.
Rob stands there waiting a moment.
The Blue Falcon Crashes through the opposite walls back into the nest.
KENT
By the way, where’s Baba?
ROB
In Port Town.
KENT
Oh so I WAS going the right direction!
Zips backwards out the hole he just made.
EXT. Port Town Highway
First shot is the Captain in the cockpit of the Blue Falcon making a voice recording.
KENT
Captains Log: Star date, Tuesday!
I’m in Hot Persuit of our first lead in my war against Dark Million. I will deliver Justice to their
front door with an express 2-day shipping and non-refundable package of PAIN!
POLICE DRONES
THIS IS THE POLICE! PULL OVER!
KENT
End recording.
Cuts to the outside showing 3 cops cars in pursuit,
the falcon itself is out of frame.
KENT
Holy Crap, why do they have 3 cops on a speeding case?
Why weren’t they this active yesterday?
ROB-16
Sir I believe It’s because you’re speeding-

WHILE IN REVERSE!
KENT
Oh come on I’ve been driving like this for 20minutes and NOW they do something??
Look guys I’m kinda in a hurryROB-16
You will reach your destination in 5 minutes
KENT
But if you want me to stop the car… HERE YA GO
Opens the lid and backflips out of it landing on a car in front of him, the Falcon slows down
causing the other cops to spin out trying to dodge it and crashing into each other.
Exit to Gameplay
Level Description: The Captain is getting pursued by the police the entire level. If the police catch
him the game is an instant game over so he has to constantly be ahead of them. The level takes
place on top of cars on a speeding highway, which eventually goes into the air, so if he touches
the ground it’s an instant death. Enemies are only there to attempt to slow the player
down/distract, the goal is to reach the goal fast enough so you don’t get caught by the popo.

MID SECTION EVENT
INT: PORT TOWN BAR
Baba is an eccentric hippie man in purple tights and a tiger patterned vest In the middle of a
dingy bar on a literal soapbox, ranting and raving about fighting the corrupted corporate power.
There’s few patrons in the bar though and none of them are listening to him.
The Blue Falcon crashes through the left wall,
Flinging everyone on that side across the room and knocking Baba off his box.
KENT
Baba! I’m your Uber driver tonight here to bring you to your appointment with Don Genie!
Another vehicle crashes in from the right wall of the bar, knocking down the remaining patrons.
A kid close to Kent’s age emerges from the vehicle wearing a pilot’s helmet, a samurai sword
strapped to his back & wooden sandals.
DAI
Baba! I’m your uber driver tonight here to—

Wait who are you?
KENT
I should be asking YOU that! Everyone knows who I AM!
DAI
Oh please, all I see is some no-name nobady in a—
KENT
I swear to god, if you say it’s a Captain Falcon Cosplay,
I’m gonna Falcon Punch you in the nuts!
DAI
A lot of talk from a no-name scrub.
Said Dai as he heads towards Baba.
KENT
Hey! Where ya going?
DAI
To claim my bounty of course!
KENT
Um, NO. I was here first!
Therefore, I should be the one to claim him!
Dai, with his back facing Kent, ties Baba up and slings him over his shoulder.
KENT
But if you want him THAT badley, you’ll have to go through me first!
Dai walks back to his F-zero Racer, Kent zips back in front of him.
KENT
STOP IGNORING ME!
DAI
You’re still here?
KENT
I’m still here?? Yes, I AM!!
Kent Falcon Punches Dai’s car, disintegrating it.

KENT
But your car aint!
DAI
If I kill you, will you leave me alone?
KENT
I will not make any promises!
DAI
THAT WAS A RETORACLE QUESTION!
KENT
What does any of this have to do with rectangles?
DAI
…I’m so done with this.
But before I kill you, you should know:
The name’s DaiDai Goroh
KENT
I thought Samurai Goroh was still alive.
DAI
No not Die, Dai! Spelt with an A!
KENT
I’m pretty sure it’s spelled with a D.
CUT TO GAMEPLAY
(beat the Boss, Dai Goroh)

ENDING
KENT
What’s the matter Dai? Where’d all that talk go? Let me guess; you’re gonna say that this was a
flub cuz you underestimated me, but The next time we meet, I won’t be so lucky? Or you gonna
say, I’ll meet my match? Or that you WILL beat me no matter what?

DAI
……….Fuck You.
Throws a smoke grenade and disappears.
KENT
Wait, don’t go! I got more Cliché lines for you!
Notices Baba trying to sneak his way out the front door behind him
KENT
And where do you think YOU’RE going?
You’re staying right….
Clicks a button on his helmet,
Baba reels back as if expecting an explosion from the front, but nothing happens.
KENT
Give it a moment
Nothing still happens.
Then the Blue Falcon crashes through the ceiling on top of Baba.
KENT
There we go!

LEVEL 6: CASINO PALACE
EXT. Showing off the exterior of the Casino Palace Hotel and resort, which is almost as big as an
entire city. Voice overs of Rob & Kent speak over the scenery.
ROB
Excellent Captain, you’ve infiltrated Casino Palace master suite without incident.
KENT
This whole thing just might go off without a hitch.
ROB
You say that as if it’s a bad thing
KENT
Cuz that’s boring!
ROB
Sigh…
INT: DON GENIE MASTER SUITE
Everything in the Don’s office is made of gold or decorated in gold paint. The Don himself if a man
in a vertical striped suite that doesn’t even attempt to contain his Jupiter sized gut. He’s sitting
behind his desk visibly bored as he addresses his butler Stiney.
DON GENIE
Uuuughh… man I didn’t think being disgustingly wealthy could get so dull. Stiney, what are other
rich people doing these days?
STINEY
Well sir there’s always buying a sports team for lucrative amounts only to never do anything with
them.
DON GENIE
Ehh, not big on sports
STINEY
Then that also marks off golf. There’s bulldozing over Native property to build private condos,
buying up world changing technologies and sitting on them so no one else can use them, getting
into twitter beefs with political leaders-

DON GENIE
Look Stiney, just because I HAPPEN to run an illegal underground side business,
doesn’t make me an asshole!
STINEY
How about buying a giant mech suite?
DON GENIE
Already did that.
Ya know, maybe all this money isn’t going to bring me the happiness I wanted.
Maybe I’ll just give it all away. Maybe fund public schools to deliver better education,
or provide jobs by building better housing in impoverished areas,
or building a reservation for endangered wildlife.
Maybe I should talk to those protesters and see from their viewpointSTINEY
Speaking of which, Falcon has brought the Baba bounty in for you and wishes to speak—
DON GENIE
WHAT!? FALCON!? WHATS HE DOING HERE??
Whips up a microphone that transmits his message
across his entire suite .
DON GENIE
Attention death squadron! The guy who brings me Falcon’s Head gets my ENTIRE FORTUNE! GO!
… Stiney, how much would a LIFE squad cost?
Back downstairs the front doors closes and a metal blast door shuts over it as an alarm is
sounding off.
ROB
Sir why is the alarm going off?
KENT
Hey I didn’t do anything but walk through the front door.
ROB
You’re not wearing your outfit are you?
Pan over to Kent who is still in the Captain Falcon outfit.

KENT
Of course I am, is that even a question?
ROB
WHHHYYY!?
KENT
Villians Hide Behind Cowardice, But the Righteous Ride High In The Skies Of Courage!
ROB
You wear a mask.
KENT
I’LL GLADLEY IT OFF IF THEY ASK ME!
ROB
Don’t you have friends or family they could threaten?
KENT
NOPE!
THE PRICE OF PATHETIC LONELINESS IS THE TOLL PRICE OF TRAVERSING THE FREEWAY TO
HERODOME!
ROB
I’m pretty sure that’s not the reason why you have no friends.
EXIT TO GAMEPLAY
Level Description: A level structured similarly to a ‘Tower of Death’. Each floor has a room where
Falcon has to face a small enemy rush that introduces a new kind of enemy type. Between each
room are platforming/side scrolling segments that use that new enemy type. There are 6 Floors
and 5 rooms inn all.

MID SECTION EVENT
Kent reaches the front doors of the Don’s office, which is ludicrously tall enough for a semi-truck
to drive through. At first he tries shoulder bashing it open, then kicking it down until finally Falcon
Punching it down shouting:
KENT

FALCON, KNOCK!!!
The doors fly over Don’s desk and bust a hole in the of the back room

revealing the Casino cityscape, The Don is cowering behind his desk.

DON GENIE
That was way more than a knock.
Dashes right into Don’s face and grabs him by the collar.
KENT
Where is Dark Million hiding out at?
DON GENIE
Wait, now that I get a closer look at you, YOU’R NOT FALCON!
KENT
…You’re seriously gonna do this now? While I tangle you over a cliff?
DON GENIE
I mean, it aint that big of a drop.
KENT
We are ATLEAST 20 STORIES HIGH!
DON GENIE
So? More time to stick the landing.
KENT
ACTING TOUGH AINT GONNA SAVE YOU THIS TIME DON!
DON GENIE
Go ahead then, DROP ME! THEN YOU WON’T GET ANY ANSWERS!
KENT
Actually now that I think about it I could easily just snoop through your desktop right there.
DON GENIE
WAIT NO! FINE! I’LL TELL YA EVERYTHING!
Lets go,
Casually goes over to the desk whistling blissfuly as Don’s screams can still be heard outside and
continue to be heard through the rest of the scene.
KENT
Aww crap he has a password.

Ummm… Password.
Computer bleeps indicating wrong answer
KENT
Damn it.
Maybe it’s,
password.
Computer bleeps
KENT
D’oh!
PASSWORD!
Computer bleeps
KENT
Aaauurrghh! Clearly this man is an evil mastermind!
But he can’t fool me! I got him figured out!
It’s so obviously
Pass_Word!
Computer bleeps
KENT
DAAAAHHHH!!
COMPUTER
You have been locked out, you may retry after you destroy the giant death robot.
A giant mech crashes through the ceiling and points it 10 guns all at Kent.
KENT
Man I always hated this part.
EXIT TO GAMEPLAY
Defeat the boss

ENDING
Once the boss is defeated the mech begins exploding, Kent leaps above it and Falcon Punches it
through the floor, the power of the punch sends it through the floor, and it crashes through the

rest of the 100 floors of the suite until exploding in the basement collapsing the entire building in
a giant flaming mushroom cloud.
The Falcon Flyer zooms into the foreground outrunning the blast.
ROB
Sir why did you bring his entire computer in here?
KENT
Cuz I got locked out again.
ROB
HOW DID YOU FAIL 4 TIMES IN 5 SECONDS!?
KENT
I’m a certified master at guessing wrong.
ROB
That explains so much about you.
KENT
Ok ok I REALLY nailed it down this time!
ROB
You sure you don’t want me to do it sir?
KENT
HUSH Rob, the master is pondering. Clearly his password must be…
Pass-Word!
Computer bleeps
KENT
DAAAAAAAAHHHH DON
YOU INSIDIOUS BASTARD!

BONUS CLIP: Goon Recruit

LEVEL 7-A: FIRE FIELD
OPENING
EXT: SPACE
Camera fixed on the Falcon Flyer darting through space
KENT
Ok it’s gotta be, PASS word
Computer Bleeps
KENT
Uuuughhhh
COMPUTER
You have been locked out,
you may try again after defeating the giant death robot
The ship rocks around
KENT
DO THESE EVER RUN OUT??
Kicks the giant mech out of the Flyer
ROB
Sir you don’t need to bother! We’re already here!
KENT
Where?
ROB
Planet Fire Field, The location of Bio Rex as discerned by Don’s computer.
KENT
What? But I haven’t—
ROB
I hacked a backdoor while you where stuck on the password screen.

KENT
WELL WHY DIDN’T YOU TELL ME?
ROB
You told me to hush.
KENT
NOT FOR IMPORTANT THINGS!
ROB
You should’ve specified that.
Cut to gameplay
Complete shooting section

ENDING
KENT
Hah! Nailed it! We survived the welcoming party, AND I figured out Don’s password!
ROB
Do I still even want to know what it is?
KENT
It was so simple all along! After 2116 tries I should’ve known that it would be
PAss-w0RD
Robs eyes start twitching and his head is short circuiting.
ROB
…My god, so this is what hatred feels like?
How do you humans deal with such burning agony?
KENT
By punching everything of course!
ROB
Really now?
Rob kicks Kent out of the flyer and into the volcano they’re flying over.

ROB
…No, I still don’t feel any better.

LEVEL 7A: FIRE FIELD
Immediately cut into gameplay.
A regular level, except because of the extreme heat of the planet, your health will constantly be
draining, even when you’re getting hit.
Boss: Bio Rex

ENDING
KENT
Allright Bio Rex, TALK! WHERE ARE THE OTHERS!?
REX
Blaaarg!
KENT
Oh right I can’t speak Dino.
Yo Rob?
ROB
What?
KENT
Can you speak Dino?
ROB
…That would suggest I could understand the communication of animals.
KENT
…Well can’t you?
ROB
NO!
KENT
Well what am I suppose to do? I can’t interrogate him!
ROB

Wouldn’t it be easier to check the ship computer instead?
KENT
Yeah but wouldn’t that get repetitive after awhile?
ROB
SIR!
KENT
Fine. But this is the last time I’m doing it!
Throws Bio Rex in the lava,
Rex screams in agony as his flesh melts from his bone, but Kent meanwhile hums a tune while
searching the ship parked in the background.
KENT
Doodedoodedooo. AHA!
Walks out of the ship,
KENT
Welp, I got everything I need, time to make an appropriately explosive exit.
Falcon… PUUUUUUUUUUNCCHHH!
Falcon Punches the floor causing the volcano to erupt, lifting the platform high into the sky where
the Flyer catches him.
END

BONUS CLIP: Captain Matchmaker
INT: PIT STOP, F-ZERO EMPORIUM SHOP
It is late at night and Kent is sweeping cleaning up the shop during closing hours, when Doug
walks through the back entrance.
DOUG
Hey, I’m back!
KENT
Yo boss! You seem like you’re in a good mood, guessing the date went great?
DOUG
Well, I suppose it had gone well as it possibly could’ve.
KENT
C’mon boss, just admit it, you love this woman! You guys get along, you’re in the same
profession, you’ve been dating forever now, it’s ok to admit it.
DOUG
First off, I wouldn’t exactly call 3 weeks forever.
Second, yes I do like her a lot, it still just feels… off.
KENT
Off?
DOUG
Yes… not sure how else to describe it.
KENT
…maybe you’re finding out you root for the other team?
DOUG
No.
KENT
Now boss there’s no shame in making discoveries like this late in life.
DOUG
NO.
KENT
Though you did spend half your life running around in skin tight spandex.

You’d think that be a give away.
DOUG
DAMMIT KID I’M NOT GAY! It’s her age!
She’s literally half as old as I am and it just feels, strange dating someone that young.
KENT
Dude she’s in her 30’s. Once you get past the mid-20’s age shouldn’t really matter anymore.
DOUG
Maybe it doesn’t to you young folks, but once you get to my point and it feels like you’re dating
someone who should be your daughter, it does.
KENT
But you never had a daughter and never will so,
DOUG
That doesn’t mean she may want one.
KENT
She’s in her 30’s and still an active bounty hunter. I’m pretty sure the whole family agenda is out
of her life plan.
DOUG
You never know in this crazy world with artificial insemination, surrogate parents and test tube
babies.
KENT
Look, I think you’re over-thinking this, you like her and she’s good for you.
Remains silent as he heads upstairs to his apartment.
KENT
But if it really bothers you THAT much, I could always don the ol’ Falcon suite and swap in your
place-DOUG
Absolutely not.
KENT
Hah! That proves it, you care about her enough to not let go!
DOUG
Hmph, no it’s really for your sake. She’d break you in half.

KENT
Wait, what’s that suppose to mean?
Says nothing but has a smirk on his face.

